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ABSTRACT

Synthetic Na-rich birnessite (NaBi) and its low pH form, hexagonal birnessite (HBi),
were studied by X-ray and selected-area electron diffraction (XRD, SAED). SAED patterns
were also obtained for synthetic Sr-exchanged birnessite (SrBi) microcrystals in which Sr
was substituted for Na. XRD confirmed the one-layer monoclinic structure of NaBi and
the one-layer hexagonal structure of HBi with subcell parameters a 5 5.172 Å, b 5 2.849
Å, c 5 7.34 Å, b 5 103.38 and a 5 2.848 Å, c 5 7.19 Å, g 5 1208, respectively. In
addition to super-reflection networks, SAED patterns for NaBi and SrBi contain satellite
reflections.

On the basis of these experimental obervations, structural models for NaBi and HBi are
proposed. NaBi consists of almost vacancy-free Mn octahedral layers. The departure from
the hexagonal symmetry of layers is caused by the Jahn-Teller distortion associated with
the substitution of Mn31 for Mn41. The supercell A 5 3a parameter arises from the ordered
distribution of Mn31-rich rows parallel to [010] and separated from each other along [100]
by two Mn41 rows. The superstructure in the b direction of NaBi type II (B 5 3b) comes
from the ordered distribution of Na cations in the interlayer space. The maximum value
of the layer negative charge is equal to 0.333 v.u. per Mn atom and is obtained when
Mn31-rich rows are free of Mn41. The idealized structural formula proposed for NaBi type
II is Na0.333(Mn Mn Mn )O2. NaBi type I has a lower amount of Mn31 and its ideal41 31 21

0.722 0.222 0.055

composition would vary from Na0.167(Mn Mn )O2 to Na0.25(Mn Mn )O2. Satellites41 31 41 31
0.833 0.167 0.75 0.25

in SAED patterns of NaBi crystals result from the ordered distribution of Mn41 and Mn21

pairs in Mn31-rich rows with a periodicity of 6b.
The structure of HBi consists of hexagonal octahedral layers containing predominantly

Mn41 with variable amounts of Mn31 and layer vacancies. The distribution of layer vacan-
cies is inherited from the former Mn31 distribution in NaBi. Interlayer Mn cations are
located above or below vacant layer sites. The driving force of the NaBi to HBi transfor-
mation is probably the destabilization of Mn31-rich rows at low pH.

INTRODUCTION

Birnessite belongs to the phyllomanganate family. The
first occurrence of this mineral was reported by Jones and
Milne (1956) among black grains in the Birness Region
(Scotland). The following chemical formula was pro-
posed: Na0.7Ca0.3Mn7O14·2.8H2O. More recently it has
been recognized that birnessite occurs in various geolog-
ical environments and can form under different physico-
chemical conditions. This mineral is the main Mn-bearing
phase in soils (Taylor et al. 1964; Chukhrov and Gorsh-
kov 1981; Cornell and Giovanoli 1988) and in marine
and ocean manganese nodules and micronodules (Burns
and Burns 1976; Chukhrov and Gorshkov 1981; Chu-
khrov et al. 1978, 1985, 1989; Glover 1977; Drits et al.
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1985). Birnessite is also a major component of some
Mn-rich ore deposits (Chukhrov et al. 1987, 1989; Usui
and Mita 1995). Birnessite possesses unique surface
charge (Healy et al. 1966; Murray 1974), cation exchange
(Balistrieri and Murray 1982; Le Goff et al. 1996), and
redox (Stone et al. 1994) properties, which make it highly
reactive with respect to sorption phenomena (Tu et al.
1994; Paterson et al. 1994). Furthermore, birnessite is
synthesized easily under laboratory conditions (Giovanoli
et al. 1970a, 1970b; Bricker 1965; Strobel et al. 1987;
Cornell and Giovanoli 1988) and, consequently, often has
been used as a model manganese oxide in environmental
chemical studies (Stone and Morgan 1984; Stone 1987;
Xyla et al. 1992; Manceau and Charlet 1992; Bidoglio et
al. 1993).

Despite the fact that the main structural and chemical
properties of natural (Chukhrov et al. 1985, 1989; Man-
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ceau et al. 1992) and synthetic (Post and Veblen 1990;
Kuma et al. 1994) birnessite has been determined, many
details concerning its structure and crystal chemistry re-
main poorly understood, specifically diffraction features,
crystal-chemical formula, and physico-chemical proper-
ties for the different individual birnessite species, and the
structural mechanism of their formation and transforma-
tion. The solution to the first two problems predetermines
the success in the solution of the others.

The present paper and the companion paper (Silvester
et al. 1997) deal with the structure of synthetic Na-rich
birnessite and its modifications that occur under acidic
alteration. This paper is concerned with structural infor-
mation obtained from X-ray diffraction (XRD) and se-
lected-area electron diffraction (SAED). The second pa-
per presents the results of extended X-ray absorption fine
structure (EXAFS) analysis and chemical studies. All
these new results will be discussed in the light of data
previously reported in the literature to obtain a more com-
prehensive understanding of birnessite structure.

PREVIOUS STRUCTURAL STUDIES

One of the main difficulties in the structural study of
birnessite is that it exhibits several natural and synthetic
varieties. Furthermore, it occurs in an extremely dispersed
state and generally has a low degree of structural perfec-
tion. For these reasons, until recently, even the unit-cell
parameters of the various described birnessite modifica-
tions were not determined unambiguously. Giovanoli et
al. (1970a) and Burns and Burns (1977) proposed that the
birnessite structure is analogous to that of chalcophanite
(ZnMn307·3H2O; Wadsley 1955; Post and Appleman
1988). In each chalcophanite layer one out of seven Mn41

octahedral sites is vacant. Vacant sites form a superstruc-
ture with the layer unit-cell parameters: a 5 b 5 7.54 Å
and g 5 1208. Interlayer Zn cations are located above and
below vacant Mn sites. Based on a close anion packing
notation this structure can be expressed as
AbCb9A9c9BcAc9B9a9CaBa9C9b9AbC, where A, B, and C
represent sites for O atoms; A9, B9, and C9 sites for H2O
molecules; a, b, and c layer Mn sites; and a9, b9, and c9
interlayer sites.

Burns and Burns (1977) speculated that interlayer al-
kali and alkaline earth cations occupy the same positions
in the birnessite structure as Zn21 cations in chalcopha-
nite. Giovanoli and Arrhenius (1988) proposed that in bir-
nessite layers one out of six Mn sites is vacant and that
Mn21 and Mn31 cations occupy interlayer sites above and
below layer vacancies. A vacancy model for phylloman-
ganates was also developed by Strobel et al. (1987). All
these models are based on intuitive considerations de-
duced from the determination of unit-cell parameters
without any quantitative analysis of the diffraction
patterns.

Hexagonal one-layer birnessite
The first detailed structural study of natural birnessite

was performed by Chukhrov et al. (1985) using XRD and

SAED. This pure birnessite sample came from manga-
nese micronodules dredged from the Pacific Ocean floor.
This sample had a hexagonal unit cell with a 5 2.838
and c 5 7.10 Å. Using the same symbolic notation as for
chalcophanite, the layer sequence for the model structure
suggested by Chukhrov et al. (1985) is:

A9
AbCb9 b9AbC

C9

This interpretation was supported by X-ray absorption
spectroscopy (Manceau et al. 1992). The structural anal-
ogy with the chalcophanite structure was then established
on a quantitative basis, both minerals having similar layer
and interlayer structures, but with birnessite exhibiting a
one-layer hexagonal cell and a random distribution of va-
cancies within the layer. Those XRD patterns of synthetic
and natural birnessites with a hexagonal unit cell de-
scribed by Giovanoli et al. (1976) and Glover (1977) are
similar to that of Chukhrov et al. (1985).

Birnessite with monoclinic subcell

One occurrence of natural one-layer monoclinic bir-
nessite has been reported by Gorshkov et al. (1992). The
structure of synthetic monoclinic birnessite samples con-
taining exchangeable Na1, Mg21, and K1 cations in their
interlayer was determined for the first time by Post and
Veblen (1990) using the Rietveld technique. The results
obtained by these authors confirmed the similarity of syn-
thetic birnessite and chalcophanite structures. These bir-
nessite samples have a monoclinic subcell, the shape and
size of which varies with the nature of the interlayer cat-
ions. The idealized one-layer monoclinic structure of
Na-rich birnessite (NaBi) may be transformed into a
three-layer rhombohedral structure, the layer sequence of
which may be compared with that of chalcophanite (Man-
ceau et al. 1992):

AbC CaB BcA AbC NaBi (monoclinic)

AbC BcA CaB AbC chalcophanite

For the sake of simplicity only the stack of Mn octa-
hedral layers is represented here. The minerals differ by
their layer stacking and, consequently, do not possess the
same interlayer structure. In agreement with the pure lay-
ered structure found by Post and Veblen (1990), no
Mn-O-Mn corner linkages were detected by EXAFS in
the synthetic monoclinic NaBi sample (Manceau et al.
1992).

Origin of birnessite superstructures

Giovanoli et al. (1970a) were the first to observe the
existence of superreflections in the SAED pattern of syn-
thetic NaBi. They assumed that these superstructures
were caused by an ordering of Mn vacancies as for chal-
cophanite. Similar conclusions were drawn by Chukhrov
et al. (1978) from the SAED and energy-dispersive anal-
ysis (EDA) study of Ca-rich oceanic micronodules.

From the analysis of SAED patterns, Post and Veblen
(1990) concluded that it was most likely that superreflec-
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FIGURE 1. (a) X-ray diffraction pattern of natural Ca-rich
birnessite with a turbostratic structure. (b) X-ray diffraction pat-
tern of HBi (pH 3) showing the diagnostic reflections 102 and
103. (c) X-ray diffraction pattern of NaBi (pH 9) showing the
diagnostic reflection pairs 200,110 and 310,020 that result from
the departure of the hexagonal symmetry of the Mn layers.

tions resulted from a regular distribution of interlayer cat-
ions rather than of vacancies. This was supported by the
fact that Na-rich and Mg-exchanged birnessite had dif-
ferent superstructures but the same layer charge. Manceau
et al. (1992) proposed that the two dimensional super-
periodicity observed in the SAED patterns for NaBi par-
ticles resulted from a periodic distribution of Na1 atoms
because of their electrostatic interactions. Accordingly,
the exchange of Na1 by Mg21 should lead to a new super-
periodicity because of the decrease of the number of in-
terlayer cations. This effect was actually observed by Post
and Veblen (1990). However, according to these authors,
Mg21 atoms in Mg-exchanged birnessite, hereafter re-
ferred to as MgBi, are located almost above or below
octahedral sites. Such an arrangement of interlayer Mg21

cations is possible only if the underlying sites are vacant
(Manceau et al. 1992). This observation must be consid-
ered as a strong argument in favor of layer vacancies in
the structure of monoclinic birnessite. Thus, there is a
contradiction in the data presented by Post and Veblen
(1990). On the one hand, SAED data and the constancy
of the interlayer charge for Na and Mg birnessite support
the idea that the superstructure results from the ordered
distribution of interlayer species. On the other hand, the
structural refinement of MgBi indicates the presence of
layer vacancies.

Kuma et al. (1994) studied a large collection of syn-
thetic birnessite and buserite samples exchanged by
monovalent (Na, K, Li, and Cs) and divalent (Ca, Mg,
Sr, Be, and Ba) cations. Each species was studied by pow-
der XRD and SAED. They found, in agreement with Post
and Veblen (1990), that a, c, and b subcell parameters
depend on the type of interlayer cation. They assumed
that layer vacancies are associated with interlayer cations,
which were found to be linearly arranged along the b axis.
It was concluded that these vacancy-rich rows were sep-
arated by two complete rows of Mn octahedra. They em-
phasized that, in this respect, the structures of 7 Å-bir-
nessite and 10 Å-buserite are notably different from
chalcophanite.

The vacancy problem is closely related to the problem
of the valence of Mn cations and to the determination of
a correct crystal chemical formula for each birnessite
modification. For example, the same chemical analysis of
a birnessite sample can be interpreted either as
Na0.6Mn Mn O4 or as Na0.6Mn M0.15O4, where M41 31 41

1.4 0.6 1.85

stands for a lattice vacancy. In general, there might be
different proportions of Mn41, Mn31, and Mn21 cations,
and there exists the possibility of replacing some O atoms
by OH groups as well as some layer vacancies. For these
reasons, no reliable technique exists to calculate the crys-
tal-chemical formula of birnessite. The determination of
the origin of superstructures observed in different birnes-
site species appears to be a prerequisite for determining
their structural chemistry.

Characteristic diffraction features of birnessite
Natural and synthetic birnessite samples may have tur-

bostratic, one-layer hexagonal, and one-layer monoclinic
structures.

The XRD patterns for birnessite with a turbostratic
structure display 00l reflections and only two two-dimen-
sional diffraction bands having 100 and 110 indices with
d100 ø 2.42 Å and d110 ø 1.42 Å, respectively (Fig. 1a).
XRD patterns for one-layer hexagonal birnessite contain,
in addition to 00l and hk0 reflections, diagnostic 102 and
103 peaks with d102 ø 2.03 Å and d103 ø 1.71 Å (Fig. 1b).
These reflections should have similar intensities if inter-
layer cations are located above or below the layer octa-
hedral sites (Chukhrov et al. 1985).

The XRD patterns for one-layer birnessite with mono-
clinic subcells show 200, 110, and 310, 020 reflection
pairs with d values equal to 2.52 6 0.01, 2.48 6 0.01,
1.445 6 0.005, and 1.423 6 0.005 Å, respectively (Fig.
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FIGURE 2. Selected-area electron diffraction patterns for
NaBi (a and b) and HBi (c) microcrystals. Upper right insert of
SAED pattern (a) shows the triplet of satellites.

1c). The presence of reflection pairs is induced by a
strong distortion of the hexagonal symmetry of layers
leading to an a/b ratio different from Ï3. As a result of
this distortion d310 . d020, whereas for an hexagonal sub-
cell with the same b, c, and b values as in the monoclinic
subcell, the condition of b 5 a/Ï3 leads to d020 . d310.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

To determine the origin of superstructures, birnessite
samples saturated with Na and Sr were studied. Na-rich
buserite (NaBu) was prepared following the procedure of
Giovanoli et al. (1970a). The solid phase was washed by
centrifugation until the supernatant pH was approximate-
ly 9–10 (more than six times). The solid phase was ini-
tially characterized by XRD in a wet paste form, yielding
the typical 10 Å layer spacing indicative of the NaBu
phase. NaBi was obtained directly from the NaBu sus-
pension by filtering and drying the solid at 40 8C. The
low pH forms of birnessite were prepared at constant pH
over a pH range of 2–5 from NaBu and then filtered and
dried. Giovanoli et al. (1970b) and Silvester et al. (1997)
show that the low pH forms of this mineral are Na1 free
and in the following discussion will be referred to by the
general name HBi.

Sr-exchanged birnessite samples, hereafter referred to
as SrBi, were prepared by shaking a NaBu suspension at
10 g/dm3 in 1 mol/dm3 Sr(NO3)2 solution for 24 h. The
exchanged solid was then filtered and dried as for NaBi.

Powder XRD patterns were obtained using CuKa ra-
diation with a Siemens D5000 powder diffractometer
equipped with a Si(Li) solid-state detector. Intensities
were measured at an interval of 0.058 2u and a counting
time of 3 s per step. SAED patterns were recorded using
a JEM 100c microscope equipped with a Kevex spec-
trometer and operated at 100 kV. Samples from dilute
NaBu and Sr-exchanged buserite suspensions were sus-
pended onto carbon grids, without previous drying or
heating of the sample. The samples were subsequently
mounted on a tilting sample holder. SAED patterns were
interpreted as described by Drits (1987).

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

X-ray diffraction
The XRD pattern of our NaBi sample (Fig. 1c) is al-

most identical to that reported by Post and Veblen (1990).
The measured d values correspond to a one-layer mono-
clinic subcell having parameters a 5 5.172, b 5 2.849, c
5 7.34 Å, and b 5 103.38. XRD patterns of HBi samples
(Fig. 1b) were all indexed with a one-layer hexagonal unit
cell with a 5 b 5 2.848, c 5 7.19 Å, and g 5 1208. The
10l reflections are broadened because of the presence of
stacking faults in microcrystals.

Selected-area election diffraction
NaBi. Figures 2a and 2b show the two main types of

SAED patterns observed for NaBi microcrystals (birnes-
site type I and II, respectively). Both patterns contain a
set of strong hk0 reflections distributed according to a
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FIGURE 3. Idealized distribution of diffraction maxima ob-
served in the SAED pattern of Figure 2a. Large and medium
solid circles correspond to subcell and supercell reflections, re-
spectively. Small black points correspond to satellites. A* and
B* are the supercell parameters. FIGURE 4. Idealized distribution of diffraction maxima ob-

served in the SAED pattern of Figure 2b. Large and medium
solid circles correspond to subcell and supercell reflections, re-
spectively. Open circles and small black ellipsoids elongated
along [11]* and [11]* are satellites. A* and B* are the supercell
parameters. In all patterns, the A* axis is oriented horizontally.

pseudo-hexagonal symmetry and corresponding to the
layer subcell determined by XRD. According to the
SAED observations, the proportion of birnessite type II
is much higher.

NaBi type I. The distribution of reflections in the
SAED pattern of NaBi type I (Fig. 3) may be described
by a centered layer supercell with parameters A 5 3a 5
15.52 Å, B 5 b 5 2.85 Å, and g 5 908. Each of the
subcell and supercell reflections is surrounded by six sat-
ellites with one pair along [01]* at 6 b*/6, and two other
pairs located along [11]* and [11]*, respectively. The dis-
tance between a central hk0 reflection and any one of
these four satellites is

[(A*)2 1 (B*)2]1/2/6 5 1/6d110.

Thus, only a cell with A 5 A*/6 and B 5 B*/6 may* *S S

account for the positions of all diffraction maxima, in-
cluding the satellites; this cell will be referred to as the
S cell. The intensity of satellites depends on the value of
k (see Fig. 2a). In particular the satellites around h00
reflections have equal intensities. Satellites around reflec-
tions with k ± 0 have different intensities: Inner satellites
with k 2 1⁄6 are more intense than outer satellites with k
1 1⁄6. The difference between the intensities of inner and
outer satellites increases with increasing k values (Fig.
2a).

NaBi type II. Another type of SAED pattern observed
for NaBi microcrystals is shown schematically in Figure
4 (cf. Fig. 2b). Two sorts of satellites may be distin-
guished. The distribution of superreflections corresponds
to a base-centered supercell with A 5 3a 5 15.52 Å, B
5 3b 5 8.55 Å, and g 5 908. The satellites of the first
type (open circles) are near some hk reflections at B*/2
5 6 b*/6 along [01]*. These satellites have the coordi-

nates h,k 6 ½. As above, the satellite intensity depends
on the value of k.

The distribution of the second type of satellite resem-
bles an incomplete six-pointed star (Figs. 2b and 4). The
satellites are elongated along different directions, which
are rotated by 608. The distance between these satellites
and their nearest subcell or supercell reflection is ½/[(A*)2

1 (B*)2]1/2 Satellites elongated along [11]* are placed in
the middle of two nearest main reflections located along
[11]*. There are no satellites along the [10]* direction.
Thus an S cell with parameters A 5 A*/2 5 a*/6 and*S
B 5 B*/2 5 b*/6 is necessary to describe the positions*S
of all diffraction maxima, including satellites.

HBi. Figure 2c shows an SAED pattern typical for
HBi. The reflections are distributed according to the ex-
pected hexagonal symmetry with layer hexagonal cell pa-
rameters of a 5 2.84 Å or base-centered cell parameters
of a 5 4.927, b 5 2.84 Å, and g 5 908. Such SAED
patterns have been observed previously for natural and
synthetic one-layer hexagonal birnessite (Giovanoli et al.
1970b; Chukhrov et al. 1978, 1989). However, the SAED
patterns shown in Figure 2c contain extremely weak but
noticeable additional reflections distributed according to
the base-centered supercell with A 5 3a 5 14.78 Å, B 5
2.845 Å, and g 5 908.

SrBi type I. Three different SAED patterns were iden-
tified for SrBi microcrystals (Fig. 5). Figure 6 reproduces
schematically the position and shape of diffraction max-
ima observed in SAED patterns of the first type (Fig. 5a).
A supercell can be identified with the parameters A* 5
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FIGURE 5. Main types of SAED patterns observed for SrBi microcrystals. The various microcrystals differ from each other by
their super-cells. (a) SrBi type I, (b) SrBi type II. (c) and (d) SrBi type III.

a*/3, B* 5 b*, and g* 5 908. One can note that each hk
reflection is surrounded by a pair of diffraction maxima
strongly elongated in the [31]* direction. Each hk reflec-
tion is also surrounded in the direction parallel to [11.1]*,
almost perpendicular to [31]*, by a pair of these elon-
gated maxima. The positions of the main spots and elon-
gated maxima can be described by a periodic two-dimen-
sional network. The cell of this network has the
parameters A 5 1⁄7(11A*1B*) and B 5 1⁄7(23A*1B*)* *S S

oriented along the supercell directions [11.1]* and [31]*,
respectively.

One can note (Fig. 6) the regular distribution of the
diffuse (elongated) maxima relative to the main reflec-
tions: One pair of these maxima are placed along the
B axis at distances of 62B and the other pair along the* *S S

A axis at distances of 62A . Such mutual arrangement* *S S

of main and diffuse reflections leads to specific values of
the hs and ks indices. In particular hs 1 ks 5 7n (n 5 0,
1, 2, . . .) for the main reflections and hs 1 ks 5 2, 5, 9,
13. . . for the diffuse maxima. The nodes corresponding
to hs 1 ks 5 1, 3, 4, 6, 8. . . . have zero intensity.

SrBi type II and III. The second type of SAED pat-
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FIGURE 6. Idealized distribution of diffraction maxima ob-
served in the SAED pattern of Figure 5a. Large and medium
solid circles correspond to subcell and supercell reflections, re-
spectively. Black ellipsoids elongated along [31]* are satellites.
A*, B* and A , B are the supercell and S* cell parameters,* *S S

respectively.

FIGURE 7. Idealized distribution of diffraction maxima ob-
served in the SAED pattern of Figure 5c. Large and medium
solid circles correspond to subcell and supercell reflections, re-
spectively. The small squares correspond to reflections observed
in the SAED pattern shown in Figure 5b. The other reflections
are connected by a mirror plane and correspond to a second
structural component, which is twinned. S* cells are shown for
each twin.

FIGURE 8. Distribution of diffraction maxima corresponding
to one of the twinned structures observed in Figure 7.

terns (Fig. 5b) corresponding to SrBi microcrystals con-
tains a reflection network that can be described by a rect-
angular primitive cell with A 5 a*/3 and B 5 b*/4.* *or or

Note that among h00 reflections, those with h 5 2n 1 1
are absent. The SAED patterns shown in Figures 5c and
7 are a superposition of three reflection networks, corre-
sponding to at least two separate structural varieties. The
first reflection network (small black squares) is rectan-
gular and is identical to that shown in Figure 5b. The
second diffraction pattern, which can be extracted from
Figure 7, is illustrated schematically in Figure 8. The po-
sitions of these points can be described by a two-dimen-
sional network with the cell parameters A 5 1⁄8(13A* 1*S
B*) and B 5 1⁄8(23A* 1 B*). Here A* and B* are the*S
conventional super-cell parameters. Relative to this su-
percell A and B are oriented along [13.1]* and [31]** *S S

directions, respectively (Fig. 8). As in the previous case
each reflection of the subcell and supercell is surrounded
by four diffuse maxima elongated in the [31]* direction.
Two are located along the [13.1]* direction at 62A from*S
any reflection, whereas the other two are located along
the [31]* direction at 62B from the same reflection.*S

Because the hs 1 ks values for all diffraction maxima
are even, the corresponding S cell in real space is char-
acterized by a base-centered cell. However, the values of
hs 1 ks depend on the type of reflection (Fig. 8).

The remaining reflections of Figure 7 (third reflection
network) may be generated by a 1808 rotation of the sec-
ond network around the [10]* axis. Thus the schematic
SAED pattern shown in Figure 7 is the superposition of

diffraction patterns from crystallites having a rectangular
cell and two other crystallites having twinned S cells. The
main difference between the SAED patterns for SrBi mi-
crocrystals in Figures 5c and 5d (SrBi type III) is that the
diffuse streaks of Figure 5c are transformed into normal
sharp and intense reflections in Figure 5d.

INTERPRETATION

Structure of the interlayer
NaBi. We assume that the superreflections in the

SAED patterns originate from an ordered distribution of
interlayer cations and H2O molecules. This arrangement
must reflect the total layer charge and ordering of nega-
tive charges within layers. The validity of these assump-
tions is discussed below. In NaBi, surface O atoms and
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FIGURE 9. Supercells for NaBi types I and II with A 5 3a
and B 5 b (a), and A 5 3a and B 5 3b (b). In the first cell,
solid circles and open squares correspond to interlayer sites with
different Na occupancies. In the second cell, solid and open cir-
cles correspond to Na and H2O positions, respectively.

sites occupied by interlayer Na and H2O molecules are
very close in projection in the a-b plane (Post and Veblen
1990).

NaBi type I. The interlayer supercell with A 5 3a 5
15.52 Å and B 5 b 5 2.85 Å is represented in Figure 9a.
Among the six available sites for Na and H2O within the
interlayer supercell the two sites with coordinates 0,0 and
½,½ must have a higher scattering power because the cell
is base-centered. According to the chemical analysis (Sil-
vester et al. 1997) each octahedral site has 0.30 Na atoms
associated with it. This means that the supercell interlayer
contains 1.8 Na atoms. If Na atoms were at supercell
nodes 0,0 and ½,½ with 0.9 probability, then Na-Na pairs
would be aligned along the b axis, which is not acceptable
because Na must alternate with H2O molecules. As a con-
sequence, it is necessary to assume that all six supercell
sites are occupied by either Na or H2O, but the probability
of Na occupancy at 0,0 and ½,½ must be higher.

NaBi type II. Another distribution of Na and H2O mol-
ecules, which avoids neighboring Na cations, is present
in NaBi type II. The supercell (A 5 3a 5 15.51 Å, B 5
3b 5 8.55 Å) contains 18 sites available for Na and H2O
(Fig. 9b). It is easy to see that the 5.4 (18 3 0.3) atoms
of Na can now be readily distributed in such a way that
each Na is surrounded by six H2O molecules. Thus this
supercell contains 6 sites for Na and 12 sites for H2O
molecules. In the case of a homogeneous distribution of
Na atoms, each of the six Na sites should be occupied

with a probability of 0.9 (0.9 3 6 5 5.4). However, be-
cause of the base-centered distribution of interlayer Na,
it seems reasonable to assume that the 0,0 and ½,½ po-
sitions have a higher occupancy probability. If Na atoms
occupy all available sites with 100% probability, the max-
imum possible content of Na atoms per layer octahedron
is 0.33.

HBi. According to previous XRD data (Chukhrov et
al. 1985) birnessite layers contain many vacancies. The
very weak superreflections observed in the SAED pat-
terns can be interpreted as resulting from a random or
almost random distribution of layer vacancies. But this
interpretation may be misleading. Indeed, if interlayer Mn
cations are placed just above or below vacancies, then in
projection in the a-b plane vacant sites will have the same
scattering power as filled layer sites. In this case the dis-
tribution of hk0 reflections would not be sensitive to the
possible order-disorder of vacancy distribution. If inter-
layer Mn cations are placed above and below vacancies
the scattering power of vacant sites would be enhanced
and the absence of hk0 superreflections would indicate a
random distribution of vacancies. Silvester et al. (1997)
show that interlayer Mn cations are located either above
or below the layer vacancies, which is consistent with the
weakness of superreflections for HBi. These superreflec-
tions arise from the regular distribution of interlayer
Mn21/31 and the associated interlayer H2O molecules, each
cation being octahedrally coordinated to three layer O
atoms and to three interlayer H2O molecules. The super-
reflections in the SAED patterns reflect the tendency to-
ward an ordered distribution of vacancies and the asso-
ciated interlayer Mn21/31 and H2O molecules, over the
nodes of the base-centered cell with A 5 3a 5 3Ï3b and
B 5 b 5 2.845 Å.

SrBi type I. The supercell observed in the SAED pat-
tern of Figure 5a with A 5 15.59 and B 5 2.83 Å is
analogous to that determined for NaBi type I. For charge-
balance reasons we assume that 0.15 Sr atom per octa-
hedral site exists. The interlayer super-cell must then con-
tain 0.9 cations. Because of the high scattering power of
Sr, the base-centered cell, and the low Sr interlayer con-
tent, there is no doubt that Sr occupies 0,0 and ½,½ sites
rather than the other four supercell positions. As for
NaBi, Sr atoms cannot occupy two successive sites along
[01].

SrBi type II and III. Rectangular networks of reflec-
tions observed for SrBi can be described by a supercell
with A 5 3a 5 15.60 Å and B 5 4b 5 11.32 Å (Fig. 10).
There are 24 available sites and the cell contains 3.6 Sr
atoms. The cell would therefore contain four sites with
90% probability of occupancy. A possible model for the
distribution of interlayer Sr is represented in Figure 10.
Note that the periodicity of the projection of Sr and H2O
along the A axis is A/2. For this reason h00 reflections
have h 5 2n (Fig. 5b and 5c). Unit cells for the structural
components responsible for the other reflections observed
in Figures 5c and 5d are considered in the next section.
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FIGURE 10. A model for the interlayer distribution of Sr
(large solid circles) and H2O molecules (small open circles) in
SrBi microcrystals with supercell parameters A 5 3a and B 5
4b.

FIGURE 11. Idealized structural model for NaBi interlayers
of the first type. Regular white and dotted triangles correspond
to the O atom layer. The solid circles represent sites enriched
with Na. The vertical thick lines with variable distance corre-
spond to (010) planes, which contain Na sites. Oblique lines with
variable distances correspond to (110) planes.

The origin of satellites for Na-rich birnessite
Wilson (1964) showed that if each hkl node of the re-

ciprocal lattice is surrounded by two satellites at 6l from
the node along the b* axis and the outer pair is weaker
than the inner pair, then the crystal contains a modulation
along the b axis with a periodicity l. In addition, the
structure amplitude will be higher for higher d010 values.

NaBi type I. The theoretical considerations developed
by Wilson (1964) are used to interpret qualitatively some
SAED features observed in Figure 2a. In Figure 11, Na
and H2O are located in such a way that d010 values change
periodically from d1 5 d010 1 d to d3 5 d010 2 d with l
5 6b 5 17.1 Å. In the model it is considered that the
relative scattering power of atoms located in planes par-
allel to (010) decreases with decreasing interplanar dis-
tances from 1.0 to 0.7 with a 0.05 step. Using the atomic
positions of Figure 11, structure factors of superreflec-
tions and satellites were calculated by assuming that the
relative positions of these planes, or the y/Bs coordinates
for Na and H2O molecules along the Bs axis for half the
period, are equal to, 0.0, 0.087, 0.172, 0.257, 0.34, 0.421,
and 0.50 (As 5 3a 5 15.51 Å; Bs 5 6b 5 17.1 Å). Ac-
cordingly, d values between two nearest planes vary be-

tween 1.488 and 1.351 Å, whereas in the strictly periodic
structure this interplanar distance should be equal to
1.425 Å (b/2). As noted in the previous section, the x
coordinates for Na and H2O correspond to their ideal val-
ues. Using this model significant diffraction intensities
were obtained only for nodes corresponding to the main
reflections and for satellites located at distances of 6b*/6.
Additionally, this model led to greater intensity for inner
satellites relative to outer satellites, as observed experi-
mentally (Figs. 2a and 3). This model also accounts for
the presence of satellite pairs along [11]* and [11]* di-
rections near each hk reflection at distances of r*/6, where
r* 5 [(A* )2 1 (B*)2]1/2 (Figs. 2a and 3). As seen in Figure
11 the (110) and (110) planes also contain Na and H2O
molecules and their interplanar distances are also modu-
lated along their normal. This periodic variation results
from the fact that the displacement of Na and H2O along
the b axis can be decomposed into two components par-
allel and perpendicular to (110, 110) planes. As can be
seen in Figure 11 the wavelength of the variation of the

values is equal to .d l 6d110,110 110,110 110,110

NaBi type II. The same interpretation applies to sat-
ellites of Figures 2b and 4. The directions of displace-
ments for Na and H2O within the S cell (As 5 A 5 3a,
Bs 5 l 5 2B 5 6b) are shown in Figure 12. Calculations
with the relative scattering power of planes decreasing
(from 1.0 to 0.7) with decreasing d values explains qual-
itatively both the origin of satellites at distances of k 6
½ from hk reflections and the different intensities of inner
and outer satellites.

The second type of satellites are a direct consequence
of the specific distribution of Na and H2O within the su-
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FIGURE 12. Idealized structural model for NaBi interlayers
of the second type. Large and small circles represent Na sites
with different degrees of occupancy. Small open circles corre-
spond to H2O sites. Arrows attached to circles indicate the pe-
riodic displacement of interlayer species along the B axis. In the
upper left portion of the diagram two supercells with A 5 3a and
B 5 3b are shown. Unit cells I and II in the form of a rhomb
have the same sizes and shapes but differ slightly in the arrange-
ment of Na and H2O sites. l and l9 are wavelengths of variation
of interplanar distances for (010) and (110), respectively.

FIGURE 13. A model of the mutual arrangement of Sr (large
solid circles) and H2O molecules (small solid circles) in the in-
terlayers of SrBi microcrystals that are characterized by the
SAED pattern of Figure 5a. The probability of Sr occupancy is
about 0.4–0.45. Arrows show the directions of Sr displacements
from their ideal positions. A,B and As,Bs are the parameters for
the supercell and S cell, respectively. l1 and l2 are the wave-
lengths describing the periodicity of the .d310

percell with A 5 3a and B 5 3b and of their periodic
displacements along the b axis. As shown in Figure 12,
planes parallel to (110,110) pass through Na and H2O
sites. The distance between these planes varies periodi-
cally along the [13] and [13] directions because of the
periodic displacement of Na and H2O along the b axis.
The periodicity of wavelengths (l9) is equal to ,2d110,110

and in the reciprocal lattice each reflection is surrounded
by a pair of satellites located along [11]* and [11]* with
relative coordinates h 6 ½ and k 6 ½. Due to the syn-
chronized variation of the interplanar distances and of
their scattering powers, an asymmetrical distribution of
intensity for inner and outer satellites is obtained and is
observed experimentally (Fig. 2b).

As noted previously, some of these satellites are elon-
gated along the [11]* or [11]* directions (Fig. 4). To un-
derstand the origin of this feature two adjacent rhomb-
shaped unit cells (I and II) were chosen to have sides
parallel to [11] and [11] and edge lengths of (A2 1 B2)1/2

(Fig. 12). These cells (I and II) have the same size but
differ slightly in their atomic positions. Because of this
peculiar atomic arrangement, planes parallel to (110) and
located in two neighboring type I and II unit cells do not
scatter strictly in phase because Na and H2O located in
the same plane are shifted in opposite directions (Fig. 12).
The perturbation of the wave phases leads to the elon-
gation of satellites in the [11]* direction. The same effect
occurs for planes parallel to (110) leading to the forma-
tion of satellites elongated along [11]*. Note that the ab-
sence of satellites along the [10]* direction is explained
by the fact that the (h00) planes are always parallel and
have a uniform spacing.

The origin of satellites for Sr-exchanged birnessite
SrBi type I. Figure 13 shows the relationship be-

tween the supercell with A 5 3a, B 5 b, and g 5 908
and the S cell with AS 5 ½(A 1 3B) and BS 5 ½(11B
2 A). As can be seen in Figure 13 the S-cell contains
seven sites occupied by Sr with a probability equal to
0.45–0.40 so that each Sr is surrounded by six nearest
H2O molecules. As for NaBi microcrystals, satellites in
the SAED patterns of SrBi are associated with the pe-
riodic displacement of Sr cations around their ideal po-
sitions. The simplest model that would explain the ob-
served effects is one in which Sr cations are shifted
periodically along the normal to (310) planes. Such a
displacement leads to a periodic variation of . Asd310
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FIGURE 14. A model of the mutual arrangement of Sr (large
solid circles) and H2O molecules (small solid circle) in the in-
terlayers of SrBi microcrystals that are characterized by the
SAED pattern shown in Figure 5c. The probability of Sr occu-
pancy is about 0.4–0.45. The arrows show the directions of Sr
cation displacement in correspondence with the periodic varia-
tion of d310. A,B and As,Bs are the parameters of the supercell and
S cell, respectively.

FIGURE 15. Mutual arrangements of Sr and H2O in the two
oblique cells of twins. Large solid circles correspond to sites
occupied by Sr in the twin components with A1 and B1 parame-
ters. Large open circles correspond to Sr sites in the other twin
component with Atw and Btw parameters. Small open circles cor-
respond to H2O molecules.

seen in Figure 13 the S cell contains seven (310) planes
passing through Sr cations. If the values of varyd310

with l 5 ]/2 then each main reflection is sur-[7d310

rounded by two satellites at distances of 2 B 5*S
] along the [31]* direction, as observed in the2/[7d310

SAED pattern. This model also accounts for the zero
intensity of nodes with hS 1 kS 5 61, 63, 64,. . . as
well as the presence of satellites at distances of 2A*S
from hk reflections along [11.1]*. It also provides an
explanation of the origin of diffuse and elongated sat-

ellites (Figs. 5a and 6). As mentioned previously, the
S cell contains an odd number of (310) planes passing
through Sr sites. For this reason it is impossible to have
an oscillation of with a period exactly equal tod310

]/2. In the simplest case two periods may take[7d310

place with l1 5 ]/7 and l2 5 ]/7 (Fig. 13). A[4d [3d310 310

random alternation of these two periods with an aver-
age periodicity of ]/2 results in elongated diffuse[7d310

satellites at distances of 62B from hk reflections. A*S
complete treatment of this structural model would un-
doubtedly give continuous streaks instead of the sharp
maxima observed experimentally.

SrBi type II and III. Figure 14 shows the S cell with
AS 5 ½(A 1 3B) and BS 5 ½(13B 2 A) corresponding to
the diffraction data shown in Figure 8. This cell contains
eight sites for Sr and eight (310) planes passing through
Sr cations. Again, we can assume that Sr cations are shift-
ed in the direction normal to (310) planes in such a way
that values vary with the wavelength l 5 ]/2d [8d310 310

because the satellites in Figure 8 are placed along the
[31]* direction at distances of 62B . Taking into account*S
that the S cell is base centered and contains an even num-
ber of (310) planes containing Sr, a model for the dis-
placement of Sr within the S cell, with l 5 can be4d310

proposed (Fig. 14). This model explains the presence of
satellite pairs at distances of 62A from hk reflections*S
along [13.1]*. The diffuse character of the satellites and
their elongation in the [31]* direction are induced by the
variable values of Sr displacement throughout the crystal.
Consequently, an irregular fluctuation of l occurs in the
crystal and again elongated streaks are observed, instead
of sharp reflections. As mentioned previously, the reflec-
tions with hS 1 kS 5 64, 612 are very weak but sharp
because Sr cations shifted from their ideal sites (Fig. 14)
give zero contribution to the intensity for these
reflections.

Finally, consider SAED patterns for the third type of
SrBi microcrystal, which contains only sharp reflections
(Fig. 5d). Diffuse and elongated maxima of Figure 5c are
transformed into normal point reflections in Figure 5d. It
is likely that the probability of the Sr site occupancy is
now the same for all supercells of each twin. Figure 15
shows the relationship between the supercell with A 5 3a
5 15.59 Å and B 5 b 5 2.83 Å and the two twinned
oblique supercells with A 5 3⁄2(a2 1 b2)1/2 5 8.87 Å, B 5
4b 5 11.32 Å, and g 5 118.78.

The corresponding reciprocal unit cell [A 5 1⁄8(13A**S
1 B*) and B 5 1⁄8(B* 2 3A*)] agrees with the reflection*S
positions observed experimentally (Fig. 5d). There are 12
available sites and the supercell contains 1.8 Sr cations.
The cell would therefore contain two sites with a site
occupancy probability of 90%. A possible model for the
distribution of Sr is represented in Figure 15. In each
twin, Sr is surrounded by six H2O molecules and the pe-
riodicity of the projection of Sr along the A axis is A/2.
This position of Sr atoms is almost certainly determined
by the ordered distribution of Mn41 and Mn31 atoms in
adjacent birnessite layers as discussed below.
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FIGURE 16. Ordered arrangement of Mn31 and Mn41 cations
among available octahedral sites. A supercell with A 5 3a and
B 5 3b and an ordered distribution of Na (solid circles) and H2O
(open circles) is shown.

DISCUSSION

Origin of the layer charge

The analysis of satellites for Na-rich and Sr-exchanged
birnessite microcrystals indicates a dynamic fluctuation
of the positions of scattering atoms. This displacement
can be achieved very easily in the interlayer space be-
cause of the great mobility of the interlayer species in
response to layer charge distribution. In addition, the va-
riety of diffraction effects observed for NaBi and SrBi,
all having very similar layer structure and cation com-
positions, can hardly be explained by different layer va-
cancy distributions. Thus we can infer that the main
source of negative layer charge is the presence of Mn31

cations, rather than vacancies. The presence of a consid-
erable amount of Mn31 in the layer of NaBi is supported
by other considerations. One explanation for the distor-
tion from the hexagonal symmetry of the layer, demon-
strated by the deviation of the a/b ratio from Ï3, is the
presence of Mn31 cations and the consequent Jahn-Teller
distortion. One could assume that the long bonds of the
distorted octahedra are oriented along the a axis of the
monoclinic subcell, leading to a relative lengthening of
the a parameter in comparison with b. In the layer struc-
ture of crednerite (Töpfer et al. 1995) the layers contain
only Mn31 and the unit cell is characterized by a 5 5.578,
b 5 2.881 Å; a/b 5 1.936. A comparison of these values
with those for NaBi (a 5 5.175 and b 5 2.847 Å; a/b 5
1.818) shows that whereas the b parameter has a low
sensitivity to the presence of Mn31, the a parameter has
a very high sensitivity. If we assume that a 5 bÏ3 5
4.93 Å for a pure Mn41 layer and that there is a linear
relation between the Mn31/Mn41 ratio and the elongation
of the a parameter, then the fraction of Mn31 in NaBi
layers would be 0.38. This very crude calculation is con-
sistent with the measured exchange capacity (Silvester et
al. 1997) and seems a reasonable explanation of the layer
distortion.

However, as discussed below, the replacement of one
type of interlayer cation by another may be accompanied
by the appearance of layer vacancies. For example, Mg
cations in MgBi occupy sites above or below layer cation
sites (Post and Veblen 1990). If these layer sites were
occupied by Mn cations then a strong electrostatic repul-
sion would exist. These layer sites must therefore be va-
cant to provide an energetically favorable O triangle for
Mg adsorption. Furthermore, it is difficult to believe that
the decrease of the a parameter from NaBu (5.23 Å) to
NaBi (5.16 Å) and from Mg-exchanged buserite (5.173
Å) to MgBi (4.94 Å) described by Kuma et al. (1994) is
due only to the interlayer structure modification. A sim-
ilar decrease of the a parameter has been described for
the Mg-for-Na exchange in birnessite both by Post and
Veblen (1990; from 5.175 to 5.05 Å) and by Kuma et al.
(1994; from 5.16 to 4.94 Å). The a parameter of Be-ex-
changed birnessite (4.915 Å) is such that the a/b ratio
equals the Ï3 ratio corresponding to ideal hexagonal
symmetry. Such strong variations of the a parameter are

more likely due to changes in the composition of layer
cations, in particular the Mn31/Mn41 ratio, a high a value
indicating a high proportion of Mn31. In agreement with
this assumption, the dehydration of 10 Å NaBu and the
substitution of Mg or Be for Na would be accompanied
either by the oxidation of Mn31 or the disproportionation
of Mn31 to Mn21 and Mn41 and the concomitant formation
of layer vacancies (Silvester et al. 1997).

Cation ordering in Mn layers
An interesting question is how Mn31 is distributed in

the layers. Because of the Jahn-Teller distortion, a random
distribution of Mn31 and Mn41 among available sites com-
bined with a random azimuthal orientation of Mn31 oc-
tahedra would lead to unfavorable steric strains. The sim-
plest way to avoid layer strains is the distribution of Mn31

in rows parallel to b and the orientation of the long
Mn31-O bonds along the a axis and, as a consequence, to
assume that Mn31 cations tend to order. Then, each Mn31

would share two edges parallel to (010) with nearest Mn31

octahedra and four edges parallel to (310) and (310)
planes with Mn41 octahedra (Fig. 16). In addition, such
an arrangement of heterovalent Mn should provide a sim-
ilar degree of undersaturation for layer O atoms. As can
be seen in Figure 16, O atoms coordinated by two
Mn31and one Mn41 will form two short Mn31-O bonds
and one long Mn41-O bond. Oxygen atoms coordinated
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FIGURE 17. Mutual arrangement of Mn31 and Mn41 in two
adjacent layers within the supercell with A 5 3a and B 5 3b in
the idealized case where c cosb / a 5 20.333 instead of the
observed value of 20.327. Large solid circles represent Na sites.
The corner of the triangles correspond to overlapping O atoms
of the adjacent layers. Na and H2O are distributed along b ac-
cording to the sequence Na-H2O-H2O-Na. . . .

by two Mn41 and one Mn31 will form two short Mn41-O
bonds and one very long Mn31-O bond. The different
dimensions of Mn31 and Mn41 rows along the A axis are
the main reason for the deviation of NaBi and SrBi layers
from the hexagonal symmetry. Figure 16 shows that Mn31

and Mn41 octahedral rows alternate regularly along the A
axis in the sequence Mn31Mn41Mn41Mn31 leading, to-
gether with the ordered distribution of interlayer Na and
H2O, to a supercell with A 5 3a and B 5 3b. The max-
imum proportion of Mn31 is then 0.33. Additional support
for this model comes from the Na:Mn ratio for NaBi
equal to 0.33, which is consistent with a 1:1 Na:Mn31

ratio. This structural model allows us to explain the main
experimental diffraction features. First, the origin of the
supercell parameter A 5 3a for NaBi and SrBi is evident.
Second, without the assumption of Mn31 ordering it is
difficult to explain why Na and Sr cations, which differ
in valence, size, and hydrolysis properties, occupy the
same crystallographic positions within the unit cell with
A 5 3a and B 5 b or B 5 3b. In the absence of Mn31

rows the distribution of interlayer cations described pre-
viously for these microcrystal types would probably not
be the lowest energy configuration. The high concentra-
tion of Na and Sr cations along Mn31 rows can be justified
only if they are forced in this arrangement to provide a
local charge compensation (e.g., Fig. 10). Finally, if the
formation of layer vacancies during the NaBi to HBi
transformation results from the migration of Mn31 from
layer to interlayer sites thus forming layer vacancies
(Mn → Mlayer 1 Mn ), then the distribution of layer31 31

layer interlayer

vacancies should reflect the former distribution of Mn31.
As a consequence, layer vacancies should also be ordered
according to the supercell with A 5 3a and B 5 b. As
mentioned previously, the superposition along c of inter-
layer Mn and vacant layer sites strongly weakens the in-
tensity of hk0 superreflections. However, interlayer H2O
molecules coordinated to interlayer Mn are distributed in
the same way as vacant sites and enhance this intensity
slightly. This regular distribution of interlayer species ac-
cording to the predicted unit cell (Fig. 2c) confirms that
layer vacancy distribution reflects the distribution of Mn31

in the original NaBi structure.

Structure of the Na-rich birnessite interlayer
In both types of NaBi superstructures, adjacent layers

are shifted by 20.327a and the super-cells have a com-
mon periodicity of A 5 3a. However, they differ by their
B periodicity. In this section the interlayer structure of
both types of NaBi is described in detail. The total layer
charge and the mutual arrangement of Mn41/Mn31 cations
can then be derived.

NaBi type II: Supercell with A 5 3a, B 5 3b, and g
5 908. The cell shown in Figure 17 contains six Na atoms
each of which surrounded by six H2O molecules. The
cation content is Na0.33Mn Mn . Due to the ordered41 31

0.67 0.33

distribution of Mn41 and Mn31, successive rows of O at-
oms are coordinated to two Mn31 and one Mn41, to two
Mn41 and one Mn31, and to three Mn41. These different

O atoms differ by their degree of undersaturation of pos-
itive charge. Accordingly, Na cations will possess differ-
ent bonding strength with nearest O atoms. Figure 17
shows that two-thirds of Na cations are located between
two saturated O atoms of adjacent layers whereas the oth-
er third of Na cations are associated with undersaturated
O atoms.

NaBi type I: Supercell with A 5 3a, B 5 b, and g
5 908. Let us assume (1) that all Na atoms associated
with Mn31 are placed only in rows separated from each
other by distances of A/2 along the A axis and are dis-
tributed according to the sequence Na-H2O-Na-H2O. . .
and (2) that the rows are shifted at random relative to
each other by 6b⁄2 (Fig. 18). Such an arrangement of in-
terlayer species leads to B 5 b as observed experimen-
tally. The maximum amount of Na and Mn31 per cell is
then equal to one atom and the cationic composition cor-
responds to Na0.167Mn Mn . In this structural model,41 31

0.833 0.167

Mn31-rich rows now contain only 50% of Mn31. As can
be seen in Figure 18, any additional Na in rows adjacent
to Mn31-rich rows results in the formation of Na-Na pairs
at distances of 2.85 Å. To increase the amount of Na and
Mn31 within the same supercell from 0.167 up to 0.20–
0.25 atoms per octahedron, Na and H2O would have to
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FIGURE 18. Model for the ordered distribution of Na and
H2O along b axis, with the sequence Na-H2O-Na-H2O-Na. . . The
rows containing Na and H2O are separated from each other by
A/2 along the A axis and are displaced at random by 6b⁄2. Na:
Mn31 ratio is 1:6.

FIGURE 19. Periodic distribution of Mn41 and Mn21 along
Mn31-rich rows in the supercell with A 5 3a and B 5 l 5 6b.
The periodic distribution of Na (solid circles) and H2O (open
circles) with A 5 3a and B 5 3b supercell parameters is also
shown.

alternate along the rows in a disordered way (e.g.,
Na-H2O-Na-H2O-H2O-Na-H2O. . .). In layer domains with
a negative charge greater than 0.167 v.u. per octahedron,
Na associated with Mn31-rich rows should exhibit
Na-H2O-H2O-Na subsequences. In this case additional Na
may be placed between Mn31-rich rows to provide the
layer charge compensation and to avoid Na-Na pairs at
distances of 2.85 Å.

S cell. In spite of the different superstructures, both
NaBi types have a common periodicity along b for the
structural modulations leading to the appearance of sat-
ellites. Several models may be proposed to explain this
structural feature of NaBi. For instance, one may assume
that within the Mn31 rows there is a regular substitution
of Mn41 for Mn31 according to the sequence Mn41-5Mn31-
Mn41-5Mn31. Such an ordered distribution of Mn31 and
Mn41 results in an S cell with AS 5 3a and BS 5 6. This
ordered sequence of heterovalent Mn cations should lead
to a periodic distribution of interlayer cations along the
b axis and therefore to a modulation of d. It is easy to
calculate that the S cell contains 26 Mn41 and 10 Mn31,
which corresponds to an Mn41 content of 0.723 per oc-
tahedral site. This value is close to the experimental value
of 0.734 (Silvester et al. 1997). Another way to create a
periodic charge distribution along Mn31 rows results from
Mn31 disproportionation. Let us assume that with the pe-
riodicity l 5 6b two Mn31 cations transformed in one
Mn41 and one Mn21 (Fig. 19). Within the supercell there
would be 26 Mn41, 8 Mn31, and 2 Mn21 within the layer.
According to this extreme case the cationic composition
of NaBi calculated per octahedron can be written
Na0.333(Mn Mn Mn ). Again, different values of41 31 21

0.722 0.223 0.055

negative charge distributed periodically in Mn31-rich
rows should lead to a periodic variation of interlayer cat-
ion contents and of d values. The same effect should be

observed if Mn21 migrates in the interlayer with simul-
taneous formation of vacant layer sites. This structural
formula obtained for NaBi is very close to that derived
independently from solution chemistry (Silvester et al.
1997).

The present structural model for monoclinic birnessite
presents some similarities with that of Kuma et al. (1994).
Both are based on a linear distribution of negative charg-
es. However, Kuma et al. (1994) assumed that the nega-
tive layer charge results only from layer vacancies, and
they did not consider the possibility of heterovalent Mn
cations. In contrast, the present model assumes that the
source of negative charge is due mostly to layer Mn31,
the density of layer vacancies being low, if any. Further-
more, it offers the advantage of accounting for the large
value of the a parameter and its decrease upon the for-
mation of layer vacancies through either cation exchange,
direct oxidation of Mn31 and Mn21, or NaBu to NaBi
transformation by means of the Mn31 disproportionation.
In addition, this model allows the derivation of all ex-
perimental electron diffraction patterns (Figs. 2 and 5) by
introducing only slight displacements of interlayer cations
from their ideal positions described by the supercell with
A 5 3a and B 5 b.

Structural heterogeneity of birnessite

Whatever the interlayer cation, synthetic birnessite
samples usually exhibit two or three different types of
SAED patterns. Several reasons can be suggested for this
diversity of diffraction patterns, including the density of
the layer charge, the nature and distribution of heterova-
lent cations in layers, and the nature of interlayer cations.

NaBi. We assumed that microcrystals having the unit
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cell A 5 3a and B 5 3b have a higher layer charge than
microcrystals with A 5 3a and B 5 b. Two opposing
forces control the distribution of interlayer cations: (1)
their tendency to distribute homogeneously to minimize
their electrostatic repulsion and (2) the requirement of
providing local charge compensation. For microcrystals
with a relatively low charge, the latter situation seems to
dominate (NaBi type I), whereas at high layer charge in-
terlayer cations tend to distribute homogeneously (NaBi
type II). However, it is noticeable that in both NaBi va-
rieties the origin of satellites is the same: They appear as
the result of the periodic variation of interplanar spacing
along [01] with the same wavelength of l 5 6b. This
result supports the idea that the Mn31-Mn41 distribution
along Mn31-rich rows is independent of the layer charge.

SrBi. The diversity of SAED patterns is greater with
SrBi than with NaBi. This observation indicates that
structural heterogeneities of layers caused by lateral vari-
ations of charge (i.e., distribution of heterovalent cations)
are more easily achieved with Sr because of its large ionic
radius, smaller content, and divalent character. In contrast
to Na, Sr cations are shifted along the normal to (310)
planes (Figs. 13 and 14). The displacement in this direc-
tion most likely reduces the electrostatic repulsion be-
tween divalent cations. The varying periodicity of d310

possibly reflects variations in the layer charge as well as
some variation in Mn31 and Mn41 ordering. In contrast to
NaBi, the regular structural fluctuation along the normal
to (310) does not lead to a fluctuation of d010 despite the
fact that Sr cations are placed on the planes parallel to
(010). This effect comes from the fact that the projection
on the b axis of all individual displacements of Sr atoms,
from their ideal position with a given y coordinate, is
equal to zero when averaged over a 4A period.

It is worth mentioning that twins of SrBi microcrystals
exhibit a strict periodicity. It is likely that the most stable
structure, with a complete local compensation of layer
charge, occurs when the position of Sr cations in two
nearest interlayers are connected by a glide plane (Fig.
15). The last variety of SrBi is characterized by a prim-
itive unit cell with A 5 3a and B 5 4b. As can be seen
in Figure 10, Sr cations are localized in the same level
along the A axis as in all other structural varieties. The
peculiar distribution of Sr most probably reflects a spe-
cific ratio and periodicity of Mn31 and Mn41 along Mn31-
rich rows.
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